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"Life is like a dick - sometimes it becomes hard for no reason."*

Hope the summer and exams are going well for ye. You deserve it. Your ever-helpful Knight's Atari editors 
have included some answers to this year's Science Mathematics exams within this issue, 'cos we're cool like 
that. Those of you in Galway and bored for the summer might consider applying for one of the summer 
internships at Knight's Atari. Details on page something or other. It shouldn't be difficult to find though - 
there are only twelve pages. There's no money involved, mind. If you're looking for cash, you'll have to enter 
our awkwardly titled "Design a doodle for the back of the Knight's Atari hoodies" competition. The 
winner of that gets €50 and the glory of having some cool Knight's Atari readers modelling your doodle. 
We're having to run the competition again this month because you're a lazy shower of wankers and we didn't 
receive a single entry last month. I want a Knight's Atari hoodie, damnit!

Any of you who are away for the Summer but would still like to get your hands on hard copies of Knight's 
Atari, please email us with your address and we will send copies directly to your door. If you're still around 
this Summer we should still be in Smokey's every Wednesday at 8pm. Keep an eye on 
facebook.com/KnightsAtari in case we decide to change the venue.

Our contributors seem to be dwindling off back around the country or to foreign climes, so the only folk we 
have to thank this month are Aidan, Martin and Síofra. A plague on the rest of you. If you would like to 
contribute to next month's issue, or to simply say 'hi', just send an email to knightsatari@gmail.com . Do it!

Congratulations to Sarah, who won 100 euro in last month's Eroticake Competition, for her deliciously 
unsettling piece entitled "Two Barbies, One Cup".

*Though while the correlation of time with hardening for dicks might be approximated by a Poisson 
distribution, the correlation with difficulty of life might be rather more left-skewed.
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Six quick and easy ways to a fabulous new you! (Because the old you just isn’t good 
enough).

Tired of being second best? Feeling like you just can’t keep up with the rat race? Can’t 
pretend those wrinkles are laughter lines anymore? Well worry no more, because here at 
BITCH SNAP!  magazine we have a fool proof guide to fixing the defects in your life with 
advice from Dlist celebrities with no talent, and experts with dubious qualifications and 
massive undeclared conflicts of interest!!

Step 1 to a fabulous new you: Marry someone rich in Britain!

Britain’s legal system doesn’t recognise prenuptial agreements and consequently carry no 
legal weight in divorce proceedings. This means you can get half of everything they own, 
and all you have to do is nag them to death and shag the gardener/milkman/best friend 
until they leave! That bank balance never looked healthier!

Step 2: Photoshop!

To make your life seem more fabulous and make everyone else feel inadequate and inferior, 
photoshop all your photos to seem 1040 lbs slimmer, remove unsightly blemishes and 
exboyfriends and add in muscle tone where there was none before. Not only is it cheaper 
than plastic surgery, it’s also easier than working out or changing your diet and lifestyle. 
Bikini belly? No, bikini body!



Step 3: Start smoking!

Smoking is a great way to lose weight and also capture some of that old school movie 
glamour from Hollywood’s heyday. It also makes you seem edgy and dangerous, thereby 
making you more cool and adding to your social cachet.

Step 4: Bump off your inlaws!

For those of you that couldn’t find a rich man in Britain to marry you and are stuck with 
your emergencylast gasp Oh my god I don’t want to die alone – disappointment of a 
husband, this is your next best option. Not only does this save you money on future medical 
care and retirement homes, you also get your hands on his inheritance sooner. Shoe 
shopping anyone? (And as an added bonus, it gets rid of that bitch of a mother inlaw that 
always warned her son to stay away from ‘that woman’.)

Step 5: Fatkin’s diet!

This revolutionary new diet, now being used by all the major Hollywood celebrities    (Rob 
Schneider, Courtney Love) is a sure fire way to lose weight and get that body you always 
felt pressurized into having! By combining Ancient Eastern practices and cutting edge 
western science, this diet will change your life! By using ritual bloodletting techniques 
developed by Indian holy men and a revolutionary new technique called surgical bowel 
scraping, those unwanted pounds will melt right off! And for those of you too busy and on 
the go to sit down and drain yourself, copious application of bloodsucking leeches while 
you work are a neat solution to a tricky problem.

Don’t believe us?! Just ask this briefly famous person!

Briefly famous person (former Big Brother contestant):’’ This diet changed my life. Those 
unwanted pounds just melted right off.’’  And remember, the pale and drawn look is in this 
season – Kristen Stewart anyone?

Step 6: Skincare, skincare, skincare!

Everyone knows that friend of theirs that likes to pretend her age crevices are in fact 
laughter lines. Now there is no more need for denial! Thanks to the renowned 
dermatologist and exiled war criminal Dr. Dickswabble, those gaping axe wounds of age are 
a thing of the past. Using his patented Polyfiller cream, which seamlessly blends and works 
with your own skin’s natural tones, the gaps in your face are filled in and smoothed out for 
a flawless, even finish.  

(Dr. Dickswabble guarantees that his Polyfiller cream is 99% certain to not cause skin 
melanomas. Order now and get a free minitrowel to help apply the cream. All purchases 
are nonrefundable).



       Chess & Go

These chess puzzles are taken directly from Tactics Trainer puzzles on chess.com.
I would encourage you all to join (free!) to play online chess.
NUIG has a group there if you want to find us.
The "Tactics Trainer" gives you three puzzles every day and gears them towards your level.
Theoretically, you should improve, but my level seems to have stagnated :(

Black to play. (Not necessarily to win or end White to play. (Again, not a win - a significant      
the game - have a look and see!) material gain is what you're looking for here.)

   Black to play and kill in each of the following

Easy Easy

Medium Hard

http://chess.com/


Movies That Have Chess in Them #3: “A Beautiful Mind” (2001: A Space Odyssey)

A Beautiful Mind is a beautiful tale of how 60 million dollars got converted into a movie and was  
then sold for 170 million. It’s predictable fare, Russell Crowe is a mathematician framed for an 
equation he didn’t commit. With the help of Ed Harris, he poses as a schizophrenic in Princeton to 
protect himself from further statistical damage. Meanwhile, in a derelict house on Paper Street, he 
and Ed Harris make soap decode enigmatic messages that the soviets have sent though the media. 
One day while drinking with his friends, he meets Tyler Durden a beautiful blonde woman, and has 
an epiphany on the art of picking up women. He goes home and writes The Game. He then wins the 
Nobel Prize and the scorn of women everywhere. It also turns out he was schizophrenic all along 
and that the Soviet Union was just his brain’s way of coping with the fact that he murdered his wife. 
He also wakes up to find he was dead all along.

Conclusion:

It was alright, but there was a distinct lack of any twists to talk about. Alvy’s love for Annie was 
flawed to begin with, but hey, that’s what space travel is all about. 8/10

Go     Content:                 
                                                                                       
Yes, this movie sports the famed Chinese game called Go. You may have heard of it. Unfortunately 
though, only two moves are played – and they are spaced about an hour apart from each other. 
I couldn’t tell you how good those two moves were since I am at a complete loss when it comes to 
Go, it just looks too much like Connect Four for my liking.

Next Month: Hopefully I’ll get off my lazy ass and find some films that you guys have 
not actually seen. Someday soon I’ll write that Pulitzer Prize winning essay on the 
chess content in the film Independence Day, or enlighten you on why St. Elmo’s Fire is 
the greatest film ever made. Until then though, I remain, Romeo van Halen.



          On Beeturia
and related phenomena

Last week I bought some beetroot at my local market. I roasted it in coconut oil with some butternut squash1. 
It was delicious, but that is beside the point. Upon rising the next morning, after a good stretch and a 
satisfying scratch, I made my way to the bathroom, in keeping with my daily routine. Any lingering 
fuzziness from my excursion to slumberland promptly dissipated as I noticed that my urine was a bright pink 
colour. For realsies. This was followed the next day by a deep wine coloured excretion. I was initially a little 
disconcerted by the amethyst2 aspect of my discharge that day but I was convinced that the beetroot was the 
culprit. I decided to investigate. 

Naturally, I am not the first person this has happened to and I'm certainly not the first to take a scholarly 
interest in the topic3. A number of studies can be found in the literature that try to understand what has been 
termed Beeturia. An interesting observation recorded in all studies is that some people seem to experience 
beeturia, while others don't. What is it that could cause such difference? By the 1990's it was clear that 
genetic factors could be ruled out. It was also found that different varieties of beetroot caused different levels 
of beeturia in the same people. So what is it that causes all this discrepancy? 

The purplish pigment imparted to beetroot is due to betacyanins and a small amount of betaxanthines. These 
pigments behave as redox acid/base indicators. Don't worry about what that means. Basically, it means that 
the colours in beetroot are sensitive to pH. In fact, it's been demonstrated that optimal stability of these 
pigments occurs in conditions with pH between 4 and 5. Gastric pH is typically in the range of 1.35 to 3.5 
and the pH of urine can vary between 4.6 and 8. So, could the acidity of one's stomach or urine have a part to 
play in whether one could experience the effects of beeturia? Also of interest is the fact that the density of 
these pigments has been shown to be sensitive to light exposure, freeze/thaw cycling and just general 
storage. Perhaps the freshness of the beetroot and the time elapsed between harvest and ingestion is 
important in order that the pigment remain stable in the journey from beet to bowl.

Chromatographic examinations of pink wee wee suggest that the pigment in beets is not metabolised by the 
body but quickly excreted intact by the kidneys. There seems to be consensus among leading researchers in 
the field of beeturia that stomach acid levels are a main factor in whether someone will experience beeturia 
or not. Researchers have actually shown that, by feeding beetroot along with oxalic acid to patients who do 
not normally experience beeturia, they can induce it. Go science.

So what can you expect if you decide to try some beetroot? Well, it depends. It seems like the freshness of 
the beetroot is an important factor. The beetroot I bought at the market was local and in season. This will 
enhance the concentration of pigment compared to beetroot preserved in a jar or by vacuum packing, both of 
which I myself have eaten before, with no resulting beeturia. Also, the acidity of ones stomach and ones 
intestinal throughput time of food seem to be important. Both of these factors vary between individuals and 
even tend to vary slightly in particular individuals themselves at different times.

But let's take a step back now and look at the bigger picture. Surely beetroot can't be the only food that 
causes discoloration of ones urine or poopy poo. I can tell you from firsthand experience that drinking too 
much blue Powerade can give you green shit. Anyone who's taken a B vitamin complex will no doubt have 
noticed the almost luminescent yellow urine that results. A quick internet search will throw up anecdotal 
reports of lots of other artificially coloured frankenfoods that can result in excretions to match all the colours 
of the rainbow. Any hardened Guinness drinker will tell you that more than a few pints of the black stuff the 
night before the morning after can leave you with a turd so dark that staring at it is like staring into the vast 
empty void of space. The killer hangover that accompanies ones dark poo, however, no doubt adds a mild 
psychotropic effect to the experience of staring down the bowl of ones toilet. 

For any parents out there, don't be alarmed if your child's nappy comes filled with blue gunk. It's probably 
just a case of Blue Diaper Syndrome. This occurs when a child is unable to metabolise tryptophan, an 
essential amino acid found in many foods. Since the child can't digest tryptophan his/her intestinal bacteria 
go mad for it, causing excessive indole production. This results in large amounts of indican in the childs 
urine, which oxidises and turns blue4. The gene for blue diaper syndrome is autosomal recessive, however, 



which basically means the chances of you opening up a blue crappy nappy are slim. 

Although, if you've been experiencing some bloo poo lately you should probably get checked by a doctor, 
just in case. Especially so if you've been experiencing abdominal pain, vomiting, skin problems and you've 
been acting a little psychotic. You may have Porphyria, a very serious condition that can manifest in all sorts 
of horrible ways but is often accompanied by purple urine and purple excrement.

Toddlers and mentallers are not the only ones with the ability to expel some blue-hued goo. Last year, 
beekeepers in the town of Ribeauville in Alsace, France were outraged when all their bees began producing 
blue honey. Despite the fact that the honey tasted fine (who was the first to try it, I wonder?), its blue 
colouring meant it was unsellable. Beekeepers had already had to deal with declining colony numbers5 and 
now all their lovely honey was ruined. It turns out that Mars have a chocolate factory near Strasbourg, about 
100 km away which had been producing M&M's. Waste from this factory was processed at a biogas plant 
just 4 km from the town of Ribeauville. It looks like the bees were feeding on the sugary goodness they 
found in unguarded barrels of M&M waste that were being dropped off at the biogas plant.

It's not just the colour of your poo that can be affected by what you eat. If you're an eighties child, you may 
remember when drinking Sunny D was cool for some reason. If you wore tearaways and Nike Air Max then 
you probably drank it. You may have heard stories of a girl who drank so much that her skin turned orange. It 
sounds bogus but this story is actually true. In 1999, a four year old girl in Clywd, Wales who drank 1.5 liters 
of Sunny Delight a day was admitted to hospital with orange skin. She was diagnosed with Carotenosis, a 
harmless affliction that can result when someone ingests too much beta carotene, which is what gives Sunny 
Delight its delightfully sunny colour. Beta carotene is found in numerous foods and carotenosis can also be 
observed in people who drink an excessive amount of carrot juice or orange juice. You can get carotenosis 
from solid food too, it's just easier to take in more when it's in juice form. You can actually buy tanning 
tablets that contain beta carotene or similar colourings so you can get that lovely sunkissed glow without 
exposing yourself to nasty sunlight. 

Well, that certainly covers a lot of details regarding the colour of ones poop and wee. We here at Knight's 
Atari would love to hear of any first hand experience you may have had with your excrement, specifically 
regarding its colour of course. No pictures, please. I may include your stories in a follow up article next 
month. In this next article, I will mainly be exploring what factors can cause ones excrement to effuse 
unusual smells. Don't worry, I will not be exploring the rest of the five senses. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
1 The stalks and leaves are also edible. I sautéed them in butter with asparagus and some stewed rhubarb 
(without sugar, so it was nice and tart). I had it with a piece of cod. It sounds like a weird mix but it was good 
eatin'. Be careful when juicing raw beetroot, as my mother will attest. It can cause severe discomfort and 
burning in ones throat as well as temporary paralysis of ones vocal chords, if drank on its own.

2 Random fact: According to Wikipedia, the ancient Greeks and Romans would make drinking vessels out of 
amethyst in the belief that it would prevent intoxification. Idiots.

3 For a nice review of the literature, see 
Food Idiosyncrasies: Beetroot and Asparagus, S. C. Mitchell, Drug Metabolism and Disposition, 29:4, 
539-543

4 Indigo blue, to be exact. Hence, the words indole and indican. Some random facts: The word indigo comes 
from the Greek indikon, literally meaning Indian substance, since this is where the blue dye derived from the 
plant Indigofera tinctoria originated. Indigo is a colour between blue and violet. For a long time indigo was 
considered one of the seven spectral colours, as in one of the colours of the rainbow. These days, it is not 
recognised as a separate division, since it's basically just blue.

5 Google Colony Collapse Disorder. It will scare the shit out of you. Well, actually, scientists have a good 
idea that a bee's microbiome plays an important role and, although they haven't exactly found the root cause, 
it looks like it's our usual fucking with the natural order of things that's to blame. This year has seen fierce 
debates over the proposed introduction of legislature by the European Union to restrict pesticide use. Read 
about it. 



             Knight's Atari Summer Internships

Do you have ideas? Are they funny and perverted? Can you articulate them with greater something 
than a something something? Do you like a challenge? Are you prepared to invest a lot of time and 
effort into completely thankless tasks? Are you prepared to sacrifice your job, your health and your 
relationships in the quest for utterly useless knowledge? Life on Mars? Have you just wasted years 
studying for a worthless qualification? Are you desperate?
Then this could be the position for you. Knight's Atari has openings for three summer interns. The 
positions are unpaid, but the hours are good and the experience will be unforgettable.
The scheme will also give people a real opportunity to gain valuable experience to bridge the gap 
between optimism and despair.

Reporting to: Flatulent Fintan and Kinky Kevin

Main Duties:
Chase up existing contributors for submissions and find new contributors.
Ensure there is a respectable number of articles for each month's issue.
Gradual conversion of enthusiasm to tears.
Assisting with the preparation, creation and distribution of newsletters.
Keeping the delightful SocsBox folk and the sexy Sin editor sweet.
Have the balls to tell the editors when their own work isn't up to scratch.
Disposal of bodies, should the need arise.
Protect the Knights Atari editors from crazed groupies.
Any other tasks your vastly superiors might think up.

Required Skills: 
Working knowledge of the internet.
Passable grammar and spelling.
Good communication skills.
Willingness to work in a depraved environment.
Familiarity with social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Xhamster.
Skilled in MS Paint or superior Linux equivalent.
Ability to work with temperamental, petulant and emotional colleagues.
Mild sanity.
Problem-creating skills.
Must own own pants.

Desirable qualities:
Boobs

To apply please email your CV and a cover letter to knightsatari@gmail.com .

Closing date for applications is May 31st.

Knight's Atari is an equal opportunities employer. Illiterate black female midget amputees studying Commerce are 
encouraged to apply.
Knight's Atari accept no responsibility for any death, court action, or loss of dignity arising as a result of your work here.
By reading these terms and conditions, you agree to be bound by Knight's Atari and whipped.
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John and Fintan had a great time dressing Kevin in sexy outfits that came with last month's Knight's Atari. 
See, this is the kind of fun that awaits you if you manage to get one of our Summer Internships.



 Toilet Tips 
- Your man on the can

Shocking, I know, but the fact remains - many NUIG attendees simply do not know how to use the facilities. I 
suspect the blame may lie directly with the fact that the college has such a high percentage of students from 
Donegal, but we'll try not to point the dirty finger. A few tips, then, from your man on the can.

Caveat 1: Your Man on the Can proclaims no expertise in the field of urinals*. Not alone do they not afford the 
desired privacy, the risk of brushing one's penis against the porcelain is too uncomfortably great. A short legs or a 
long penis joke? Take it as you will.

Caveat 2: This guide is for guys only. We all know that girls only poop chocolate and sunshine, and even 
that only of a Friday.

• Enter a vacant cubicle and ensure the toilet bowl is empty or emptiable by flushing, that 
there is sufficient toilet paper (hereafter referred to as paper), and then shut the door 
behind you.

• Give the seat a quick wipe with a piece of paper and throw it into the bowl. 
Psychologically, this may serve to allay some fears about invisible germs on the toilet 
seat, but more importantly and actually, it will remove any drops of urine, splashes of 
water, pubic hairs etc. and when thrown into the bowl the piece of paper will break the 
surface tension of the water, preventing splashback[1].

• If you wish to construct a paper shield on the toilet seat, a simple method is to take four 
lengths of three sheets of paper and lay them in a square on top of the toilet seat. You may 
find it easiest to start with the layer along the back of the seat first, as its inherent lesser 
gradient can then lend stability to the other edges and further enhance the integrity of the 
structure.

• Sit on the toilet and do your business. If this proves difficult then you might consider 
changing your diet or seeing a physician. If you find urination difficult, it can sometimes 
help to count prime numbers. If defecation is the issue, you could grasp your knees and 
clench your jaw and think happy thoughts.

• Business concluded, absterge. For particularly stubborn or invincible-seeming remnants, 
it is sometimes convenient to carry a bottle of baby lotion in your bag.

• Remember to pull up your pants when you're done.
• Throw all the paper you used into the toilet and flush. Don't leave your paper shield on 

the floor, etc. Some press the flush handle using an extra sheet of toilet paper, yours truly 
uses his foot**, and some people just use their hand as they will be washing them 
presently anyway. Don't leave a mess behind you*** (good life advice in general, 
perhaps?), please and thank you. Oh also, if you could leave a little bit of paper sticking 
out at the bottom of the paper dispenser so that one doesn't have to go rooting around 
inside it, that would be lovely.

• Wash your hands****. Do it. Don't forget to rinse them thoroughly, mind, because the 
soap in the dispensers is industrial grade tack and will peel all the skin off your hands if 
any traces of it remain.

• Use your sleeve or a piece of tissue to open the door. Most of the people before you will 
not have bothered to wash their hands.

Follow these tips and do your part to make the world a happier place.

* & ****In hindsight, it appears that this series of tips may be moreso applicable to pooping than peeing. Pooping 
in a urinal is not advised, but washing your hands is. Ambiguity, ftw.

**To press the handle, ffs. Jeez.

***For particularly immovable deposits, the ideal solution is to fill a bucket of water from the tap and pour it 
down the toilet. Sadly, buckets are not provided in public toilets because Science students would poop into them 
instead. Covering a blockage with more paper is not a solution, in any case.

[1] The Toilet Paper, The Knight's Atari, December 2012






